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Outline of Presentation
• Brief introduction

• Enacting Reciprocal Teaching Style (C) in PE lessons

• Let’s Chat!



Teacher Education:
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Education (2001)
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Areas of interest

• SOTS

• Educational Assessment

• Non-linear pedagogy 

(Research)

Hobbies and interests

• Basketball & volleyball

• Outdoor Pursuits

• Nature photography

• Fishing 



SOTS in Singapore
• Introduced to PETE in the 80s. SOT is taught in NIE (dependent on 

the lecturer/tutor)

• Renewed interests in the SOTS in 2016/17 when Sara visited 
Singapore. 

• CPD for SOTS at PESTA and SportsSg

• Spectrum is mentioned in the National Syllabus as an 
overarching pedagogical framework for the teaching of PE. 

• “All PE teachers have heard of the Spectrum, but few
understand the intent of the Spectrum well.”





Chapter 10: Teaching Approaches

Benjamin SJ Tan



ENACTING RECIPROCAL STYLE (C) & SELF-
CHECK STYLE (D)



Why we do what we do…..
• What do we want to see happen in the lesson?

• Teacher and Student Behaviours
• Decision making by teacher and students
• Feedback (planned) 
• Teacher language 
• “Gradual Release of Responsibility”

• What happened in the classroom?
• Did everything you anticipated happened in the classroom? (See above)
• What are your key observations from the lesson episodes?
• Information gathered (Assessment) 

• What are my next course of actions?
• Reflection (what went well?)
• Selection of teaching styles 
• Development of other areas (channels)
• Assessment for learning



Peer Observer

Performer

What caught 

your attention?



Reciprocal Style (C) 
• Promotes moral and social development (21st CC skills)

• Teacher: “I never expect teaching can be so liberating; I can now 
focus on helping those who needed my attention.”

• Students’/athletes’ make the intrinsic decision to learn and learn 
alongside their peers at their own pace.

• Learners internalise the cues and observing performance. (research 
evidence)



Self Check Style (D)
• Students take ownership of their own learning. 

• Teachers transmit the content knowledge through a 
medium like criterion worksheet. The latter can be 
digitalised. 

• Key to note is that the worksheet must provide accurate 
information and success criteria. More importantly, 
the students should be familiar with the content and 
the words used. 

• Worksheets can be same with Style C (Reciprocal style)



Practical Tips for Teachers

• “It’s not a paper exercise.” – information/data collection

• Criterion Worksheet (inclusive) - design, multimodal, graphics

• Language –familiarity to the content lingo and learner profile

• Pre-impact Plan – pre-empt potential lesson outcomes and behaviours; plan 
the AfL modes before the lesson unit/plans. 

• Habit forming - ‘Invest time to gain time’ - Allow time for students to 
assimilate to the process. 

• Practice- Providing peer feedback for every lesson (tight-loose-tight); gradual 
release of responsibility. 

• Teacher predisposition – invitational, non-threatening, body language
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